
5783 Guide to    EARLYShabbat
Many people/communities take Shabbat
early when Summer Time is in effect (this
year, FRI, Mar 24th to SUN, Oct 29th).
Permission to take Shabbat early should
not be taken for granted. There are some
halachic points to clarify.

Background Mishna Brachot 4:1 contains
a dispute between the Tana Kama (TK) and
R’ Yehuda (R’Y) as to when the deadline for
Mincha is. TK says that one may daven
Mincha until sunset. R’Y says that one may
daven Mincha only until Plag Mincha. [i.e.
1¼ "halachic" hours before sunset. A
halachic hour is a twelfth part of the day,
calculated from sunrise to sunset. (There is
another way of reckoning the day - namely,
dawn to stars out; we will stick to the
sunrise-to-sunset opinion.)] By extension,
the Talmud teaches that the deadline for
Mincha for each opinion is also the earliest
time for Maariv, and some other nighttime
mitzvot. The Gemara presents us with an
atypical resolution of this dispute -
D'AVAD K'MAR AVAD, U'D'AVAD K'MAR
AVAD - he who acts according to the one
opinion, acts correctly, and he who acts
according to the other opinion, acts
correctly. It’s ALMOST (but not quite)
take-your-pick. 

Halachically, none of the nighttime mitzvot
may be performed before Plag Mincha.
Consequently, one may not "take Shabbat"

before PLAG MINCHA. One may not light
Shabbat candles before PLAG, nor say
Kabbalat Shabbat & Maariv, nor make
Kiddush. But one MAY light candles, take
Shabbat, daven Maariv, make Kiddush and
begin the first Shabbat Seuda after PLAG -
even though the sun is still in the sky.

Sh'ma Davening Maariv and reciting the
“night-time Sh’ma” have been conven-
iently and meaningfully combined by our
Sages, but each of these two mitzvot has
its own rules of timing. Although one may
daven Maariv from PLAG (according to
R’Y), most authorities say that one does
not fulfill his obligation to say the
nighttime Sh'ma if it is said before sunset.
(Stars-out is the proper beginning-time for
Sh'ma.) Therefore, those who daven Maariv
early (after Plag but before sunset) will say
the Sh’ma and its b'rachot as part of
Maariv, but they must repeat the Sh'ma (all
three parshiyot) after stars-out. In other
words, when one davens Maariv before
dark (after Plag), he says the full Sh'ma
twice; once, with its b'rachot, as part of
the davening, and a second time to fulfill
the mitzva of reciting Sh’ma on time at
night.

Some object to taking Shabbat early
because Sh'ma in its Maariv setting is not
said at its proper time. Although one will
repeat it later, this is not ideal. Further-
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more, it becomes too easy to forget to
repeat the Sh'ma after dark.

On the other hand - not that this is a
reason for davening early, but... - when
Sh'ma is repeated for the sake of the
mitzva (and not just something said as part
of the davening), one has the opportunity
to focus on it more than we tend to do
when it is part of davening. Again, this is
not to suggest that this is a preferred
procedure; what is preferred is that when
saying the Sh'ma in Maariv, after dark, one
still be able to focus on the mitzva, even
though it is also "just part of the
davening". Look at it this way: A benefit of
a less-than-perfect situation which you are
in anyway.

This Guide and announcements at the
end of "early minyan" are your reminders
to say the Sh’ma (and count the Omer) at
the proper time. Try to remind each other
in your family and at your Shabbat table, so
that no one will forget these important
mitzvot. Taking Shabbat early can be a
positive experience, but not if it results in
neglect of a mitzva or two. 

Problem Since davening Mincha after
Plag is fine according to TK but NOT
according to R’Y, and davening Maariv
before sunset is okay according to R’Y but
not according to TK, it is not proper to
daven both Mincha & Maariv between Plag
and sunset - neither opinion is followed in
that case. (Some shuls do it, but it is not
ideal.)

Therefore, it is best to schedule an early
minyan to begin Mincha about 12-15
minutes before PLAG. This way, Mincha

can be said before PLAG followed by
Kabbalat Shabbat and Maariv, after PLAG.
This would be consistent with R’Y's
opinion. To begin an “early Friday” mincha
after Plag is problematic and makes
“taking Shabbat early” less than ideal.

Candles Shabbat candle lighting must be
lit after PLAG, never before. Women who
daven Mincha, should do so on their own
(before PLAG), light after PLAG, then go to
shul (if they want) for Kabbalat Shabbat.
This can be a problematic situation for
some families. 

Important Note: Unlike lighting at the
"regular" candle lighting time, when a
woman can (according to most poskim)
light with a condition (T'NAI) that she is
not taking Shabbat with the lighting, in the
case of "early lighting", Shabbat MUST be
accepted with the lighting. (Some say that
if the wife needs a little time after candles
and wants to make a T'NAI, then her
husband can accept Shabbat upon himself
with her candle lighting. Ask a Rav.)

Husband & Wife Does a husband's early
acceptance of Shabbat obligate his wife to
light candles and take Shabbat at the same
time (or earlier)? Please be patient and
read this section all the way through.
Bottom line - if this is a practical issue for
you, consult your Rav rather than drawing
your own conclusion from what you read
here. (Children issue is similar, but ask
your Rav.)

There are various sources that say that
when a man takes Shabbat early, his wife
must follow suit. This seems to be the
general rule, primarily applicable when the
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man ALWAYS takes Shabbat early
(throughout the year) and/or when his
community has only an early minyan. In
that case, there is a strong argument for
his being obligated to take Shabbat when
his community does even if he doesn't go
to shul on a particular Friday night. (When
one's shul has both an early and a regular
minyan, or when a person lives in a
community or neighborhood with many
shuls and minyanim, then it is unlikely that
he would be bound to take Shabbat at a
specific time, unless he obligates himself.) 

TACHLIS: If we take this first approach,
that a wife follows her husband's lead as to
accepting Shabbat (there IS another side
to this coin - see further), then he should
estimate the time when he will be up to the
Shabbat-accepting part of the davening
(some say L'CHA DODI beginning, some
say BO'I V'SHALOM, some say MIZMOR
SHIR L'YOM HASHABBAT - this seems to
be the most common opinion, but check
with your posek, and some say BOR'CHU
of Maariv) and his wife should light candles
(and accept Shabbat) shortly before that
time.

Remember: The earliest one can accept
Shabbat by candle lighting, by davening,
by verbal declaration is PLAG MINCHA. For
example: On a given Erev Shabbat, PLAG
(in J'lem) is, let's say, 5:55pm. A minyan
that is careful to daven Mincha before Plag
and Kabbalat Shabbat after Plag (which is
the proper thing to do), will daven Mincha
at approx. 5:40pm and will begin Kabbalat
Shabbat at 5:55pm. Depending upon how
fast or slow a minyan davens, how much
singing or not it does, it will take, let's say,

10-15 minutes until the Shabbat-accepting
point. When the man leaves for shul, he
should remind his wife NOT to light before
5:55pm (PLAG), but no later than 6:05pm
(according to this first opinion). Remem-
ber, this was one example; times vary from
week to week... and shul to shul.

TACHLIS (part 2) Here's the other
possibility. Remember, please, that we
recommend checking this issue out with
your LOR. Consider this to be informa-
tional.

There are poskim who write that if a man
takes Shabbat early sometimes, not so
much as a commitment but rather for
convenience - likes eating supper earlier,
wants to get to sleep earlier, wants more
time to review Parshat HaShavua, read a
book... play with his kids - then his wife is
not bound to follow his Shabbat starting
time. What is convenient for him might not
be convenient for her. Others still hold by
the first opinion (we'll call it) as presented
above. But there are significant opinions
that the wife is not required to light
candles before her husband gets up to the
Shabbat-accepting part(s) in the davening. 

Even so, it is recommended that the wife
should light candles before the husband
returns from shul, so that there is a
uniform Shabbat atmosphere in the home.
Again, it is experience with a particular
shul that is required to be able to say, "I'll
be home by such-and-such time".
Technically, if the wife is not bound to
follow the husband's timing, she can wait
until regular candle lighting time, but the
Shabbat atmosphere issue should be
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considered. Taking Shabbat early should
be an enhancement of one's Shabbat
without any drawbacks to mar its positive
aspects.

Kiddush Shuls that schedule their early
minyan's Mincha after PLAG, not only
enter into the contradictory situation
mentioned above ("satisfying" neither the
T”K nor R’ Yehuda), but also can run into
another problem (depending upon timing).
Once it gets "close" to dark, one should
not begin a meal (nor say Kiddush) before
saying Sh'ma. In other words, if one has
not made Kiddush by sunset (maybe even
5-10 minutes before that?), then he must
(possibly too strong a word, try "should" -
or maybe it is "must") wait until dark, say
the Sh'ma, and THEN make Kiddush
(thereby defeating his purpose for "taking
Shabbat early"). The idea is to say Kiddush
well enough before sunset so that one
does not even enter the time-range of
Sh'ma. If people are "sloppy" about this
issue, they make taking Shabbat early less
ideal. This is another point of objection by
those who speak unfavorably about the
whole idea of early Shabbat.

Technically, if one begins his meal "with
halachic permission", he need not stop for
Sh'ma or the Omer (they can be said or
counted after the meal). However, we
STRONGLY RECOMMEND that when
the proper time arrives, families should
interrupt their meals for Sh'ma (and the
Omer). This helps prevent forgetting later
on, and also has a positive educational
value for family and guests, teaching a
high level of care and concern for Sh’ma
(and S’fira).

Another point to keep in mind... When
people say Kiddush and begin their first
Shabbat meal before dark, it is important
that the meal - and the eating of some
challah (at least a KAZAYIT) - should
continue after nightfall.

Another Possible Problem Some
object to splitting a community by having
two minyanim on Friday night. Others
point out potential problems if a whole
community takes Shabbat early and some
individual members don't, specifically,
lighting candles and doing other
"melachot" after the community accepted
Shabbat. Ask your Rav.

As we've said a couple of times already -
Early Shabbat should be an enhancement
of Shabbat and a fulfillment of Tosefet
Shabbat - but without being careless about
Sh'ma, davening, and/or the counting of
the Omer.

This handy Guide will hopefully make
things easier for you. Bring it to your
Shabbat table, use it for Kiddush, the
Sh'ma (and then for counting the Omer).
Sit for Sh'ma; (stand for counting the
Omer). Maybe even read this Guide
through with your family and guests and
discuss the whole matter. We should
always know how and why we are doing
things.

Point In Favor The Aruch HaShulchan (R’
Yechiel Michel HaLevi Epstein z"l) intro-
duces another factor into the equation
which adds another positive spin to taking
Shabbat early. He points out that we daven
Maariv daily corresponding to the HEKTEIR
CHALAVIM V'EIVARIM, the slow simmering
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of fats and certain parts of the day's
korbanot on the Mizbei'ach all night. That's
why we may daven Maariv (which
corresponds to this Temple practice) all
night long. But on Friday, the burning had
to begin before Shabbat, i.e. earlier than
the rest of the week. By davening Maariv
earlier on Friday evening, we nicely match
the corresponding service of the Beit
HaMikdash. 

(It's not a perfect match because we're
beginning Shabbat at that point, and the
HEKTEIR CHALAVIM V'EIVARIM was
specifically before Shabbat starts. Also, to
be consistent, we'd have to daven Maariv
early on Friday throughout the year, which
we don't. But it's a nice point anyway.)

Taking Shabbat early can enhance one’s
Oneg Shabbat, as mentioned repeatedly,
by allowing for dinner to be at a more
“civilized” hour, and being able to have
young children join the rest of the family
at the table. It can be an enhancement of
Shalom Bayit for a variety of reasons. But
it should not involve compromising the
standards of davening and other halachic
matters.

Many communities wait until after Pesach
to do early Shabbat (even though Summer
Time starts before, this year). And on the
other end of Summer Time, although
Summer Time continues until the end of
October, most shuls will end their "early
minyan" with the Shabbat before Rosh
HaShana. 

This year, Summer Time began on Friday,
March 24th. First Summer-Time Shabbat is
Vayikra. But, many Early Shabbat

Minyanim don't start until after Pesach.

Similarly, Israel Summer time runs until
Sunday morning, October 29th, making
Lech L'cha 5784 the last Summer-Time
Shabbat this year. Most Shuls will end their
“Early Minyanim” before Rosh HaShana.

The Early Shabbat Chart on the next
page runs the full period of Summer Time
(Shabbatot only, not Yom Tov). Times are
correct for Jerusalem. [For other locales,
slight adjustments should be made accord-
ing to your experience or better yet, by
consulting a local calendar.] 

The various columns in the chart are
explained to the left of the chart.

SHA'ON KAYITZ, a.k.a. Israel Summer Time,
a.k.a. Israel Daylight Time - since 2013, has
begin on the Friday before the last Sunday
in March (this year, March 24th) and ends
on the last Sunday of October (this year,
October 29th).

2:00am is the time of the official change.
2:00am becomes 3:00am when SHA'ON
KAYITZ begins and 2:00am becomes
1:00am when SHA'ON KAYITZ ends.

Previously, there had been a number of
different timings for the beginning and
ending of Daylight Time, but the above
dates are currently in effect.

Once upon a time, the clock was changed
after the Pesach Seder and back again
before Yom Kippur. Since then, secular
calendar dates have been used to
standardize the length of Summer Time.
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PLAG - Mincha before this time, highly
preferred. Candle lighting, etc. MUST
be after this time. (We rounded
PLAG time to the next minute. It is
recommended to further "pad" this
time with 1-2 minutes to play it safe.)

REG - Regular candle lighting time
(Jerusalem). This is 40 minutes
before the sunset calculated for an
elevation of 825m (which is about 35
minutes before the sunset time which
does not take elevation into account).

NST - Near Sh'ma Time. (a made-up
time and term, but it has its purpose
here.) Kiddush should (preferably) be
said before this time. This time is 30
minutes or so after regular Jeru-
salem candle lighting time, 7-10
minutes before the later sunset time.

SH'MA - Recommended to say Sh'ma
at this time or soon thereafter. (Then
count the Omer - when in season.) 25
minutes or so after the later sunset.
(This is earlier than Shabbat-out
time, but okay as Stars-Out for
Sh'ma.) Rounded to the next 5 or 0
minute. As mentioned earlier, it is
not required to interrupt your meal
to say Sh'ma - it can be said
afterwards. But it is a good idea to
say it at or soon after this time. Don't
wait - it is too easy to fall asleep
without fulfilling the mitzva of
Sh'ma.

P - Chapter of Pirkei Avot

Friday PLAG REG NST SHMA P zay lil
Mar 24 5:37 6:18 6:50 7:25 xwie`

Mar 31 5:40 6:22 6:55 7:30 lecbd-ev

Apr 7 5:43 6:27 7:00 7:35 t"ndegy
xner

Apr 14 5:47 6:32 7:05 7:40 1       ipinyxner

Apr 21 5:50 6:37 7:10 7:45 2 rxŸvn-rixfz
xner

Apr 28 5:54 6:42 7:15 7:50 3 miycw-ixg`
xner

May 5 5:58 6:47 7:20 7:55 4     xŸn`xner     
say that 5 times quickly

May 12 6:01 6:52 7:25 8:00 5 izŸw ªga -xda
xner

May 19 6:05 6:57 7:30 8:05 6     xacnaxner

May 26 7:01 - pre-existing flame 1 `yp

Jun 2 6:12 7:05 7:35 8:10 2 jzlrda

Jun 9 6:15 7:09 7:40 8:15 3 gly

Jun 16 6:18 7:12 7:45 8:20 4 gxw

Jun 23 6:20 7:13 7:45 8:20 5 zwg

Jun 30 6:20 7:14 7:45 8:20 6 wla

Jul 7 6:20 7:13 7:45 8:20 1 qgpit

Jul 14 6:19 7:11 7:40 8:15 2 irqn-zehn

Jul 21 6:17 7:08 7:40 8:15 3 oefg-Ÿmixac

Jul 28 6:13 7:04 7:35 8:10 4 engp-opgz`e

Aug 4 6:09 6:59 7:30 8:05 5 awr

Aug 11 6:04 6:52 7:20 7:55 6 d`x

Aug 18 5:58 6:45 7:15 7:50 1 mihtŸW

Aug 25 5:51 6:37 7:05 7:40 2 `vz ik

Sep 1 5:44 6:28 7:00 7:35 34 `eaz ik

Sep 8 5:36 6:19 6:50 7:25 56 jlie-miavp

Sep 15 5:29 Shabbat & Yom Tov d"x '`

Sep 22 5:21 6:01 6:30 7:05 daey-epif`d

Sep 29 5:13 Shabbat & Yom Tov zekeq '`

Oct 6 5:05 Shabbat & Yom Tov zxvr ipiny

Oct 13 4:58 5:34 6:05 6:40 ziy`xa

Oct 20 4:52 5:27 5:55 6:30 gp

Oct 27 4:46 5:19 5:50 6:25 jl jl
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Candle lighting
for Shabbat

Ÿl' ¡̀  'd dŸ ©̀  KExÄ¥d,ml̈Frd̈ K¤l ¤n Epi
,eiz̈F §v ¦n §A EpẄ §C ¦w x ¤W £̀

.zÄ ©W l ¤W x¥p wi ¦l §c ©d §l EpË ¦v §e
,i ©zFa £̀  i ¥dŸl'` ¥e i ©dŸl' ¡̀  'd Li¤pẗ §N ¦n oFvẍ i ¦d §i
i ©zFp §A z ¤̀ §e i©pÄ z ¤̀ §e i ¦Wi ¦̀  z ¤̀ §e) i ¦zF` o¥pFg §Y ¤W
Epl̈ o ¥Y ¦z §e ,i ©aFx §w lM̈ z ¤̀ §e (i ¦O ¦̀  z ¤̀ §e i ¦a ῭  z ¤̀ §e
Ep ¥x §M §f ¦z §e ,mi ¦kEx £̀ ©e mi ¦aFh mi ¦I ©g l ¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i lk̈ §lE
dr̈EW §i z ©C ªw §t ¦l Ep ¥c §w §t ¦z §e ,dk̈ẍ §aE däFh oFx §k ¦f §a
mi ¦l §W ©z §e ,zFlFc §B zFkẍ §A Ep ¥k §xä §zE ,mi ¦n £g ©x §e
mi ¦pÄ l ¥C©b §l i ¦p ¥M©f §e .Epi¥pi ¥A L §zp̈i ¦k §W o ¥M §W ©z §e ,Epi ¥YÄ
i ¥̀ §x ¦i ,'d i ¥a £dF` ,mi ¦pFa §pE mi ¦nk̈ ©g mi ¦pä i¥p §aE
,mi ¦w ¥a §C 'd ©A ,W ¤cŸw r ©x¤f ,z ¤n ¡̀  i ¥W §p ©̀  ,mi ¦dŸl' ¡̀
,mi ¦aFh mi ¦U£r ©n §aE dẍFz §A ml̈Frd̈ z ¤̀  mi ¦xi ¦̀ §nE
z ¤̀  r ©n §W `P̈ ῭  .` ¥xFA ©d z ©cFa£r z ¤k`¤l §n lk̈ §aE
l ¥gẍ dẅ §a ¦x §e dẍÜ zEk §f ¦A ,z Ÿ̀G ©d z ¥rÄ i ¦zP̈ ¦g §Y
ml̈Fr §l d ¤A §k ¦i Ÿ̀N ¤W Ep ¥x¥p x ¥̀ d̈ §e ,Epi ¥zFO ¦̀  d ῭ ¥l §e

.dr̈ ¥WË ¦p §e Li¤pR̈ x ¥̀ d̈ §e ,c ¤rë.o ¥n ῭  
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zay lill yeciw
[...cŸ ®̀ §n aF hÎd¥P¦d§e d ½̈Ur̈ x ¤́W £̀ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀ Æmi¦dŸl‡ ¡̀ `§x³©I©e]

 x¤wŸ aÎi¦d§i«©e a ¤x ¬¤rÎi¦d§i«©e¬i mF©d:i «¦X ¦X

©e E ²Nªk§i©d :m «̀̈ ä§vÎlk̈§e u ¤x ̀̈ d̈§e m¦i¬©nẌ

d®̈Ur̈ x ´¤W £̀ F Y§k` ©l §n i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFÍ©A Æmi¦dŸl‡ ¡̀ l³©k§i©e
 :d «̈Ur̈ x¬¤W £̀ F Y§k` ©l §nÎlM̈ ¦n i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFÍ©A ÆzŸA §W¦I©e

F ®zŸ̀  W ¥C©w§i©e i ½¦ri¦a §X©d mFíÎz ¤̀ Æmi¦dŸl‡ ¡̀ K ¤x³̈a§i©e
F ½Y§k` ©l §nÎlM̈ ¦n Æz©aẄ F ³a i¦́M

:zF «U£r«©l mi¦dŸl‡ ¡̀ ` ¬̈xÄÎx ¤W £̀

:i ©zFA ©x §e op̈Ä ©x §e op̈ẍn̈ i ¦x §a ©q

:o ¤tB̈ ©d i ¦x §R ` ¥xFA ml̈Frd̈ K¤l ¤n Epi ¥dŸl‡¡̀  ‡d dŸ ©̀  KExÄ

EpẄ §C ¦w x ¤W£̀  .ml̈Frd̈ K¤l ¤n Epi ¥dŸl‡¡̀  ‡d dŸ ©̀  KExÄ
oFvẍ §aE dä£d ©̀ §A FW §cẅ z ©A ©W §e .Epä dv̈ẍ §e eiz̈F §v ¦n §A
mFi `Ed i ¦M .zi ¦W` ¥x §a d ¥U£r ©n §l oFxM̈ ¦f .Epl̈i ¦g §p ¦d
Epä i ¦M .m ¦iẍ §v ¦n z ©̀ i ¦vi ¦l x ¤k¥f W ¤cŸw i ¥̀ ẍ §w ¦n §l dN̈ ¦g §Y
L §W §cẅ z ©A ©W §e mi ¦O©rd̈ lM̈ ¦n Ÿ §W ©C ¦w Epz̈F` §e Ÿ §x ©gä

:EpŸ §l ©g §p ¦d oFvẍ §aE dä£d ©̀ §A
:zÄ ©X ©d W ¥C ©w §n .‡d dŸ ©̀  KExÄ
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When the proper time arrives (see chart on page 6), say the Sh'ma (below) with KAVANA to
fulfill the mitzva of Sh’ma in its proper time. Also, have KAVANA to restate your belief in G-d
and His Unity, to accept upon yourself the “Yoke of Heaven” and the “Yoke of Mitzvot” (second
passage). For the last pasuk, have KAVANA to remember Y’tzi’at Mitzrayim “all the days of your
life” (including nights, as mentioned in the Mishna, and in the Hagada).

The saying of SH'MA is a mitzva from the Torah and we should seize the first opportunity after
dark to say it, even if we are in the middle of our Shabbat meal. Since it is not now being said in
the davening, [1] we do not say zn` at the end, since in the context of davening, EMET is the
first word of the bracha that follows the SH'MA, which we attach to the end of Sh'ma; and [2]
we can (should?) say dpnfa rny z`ixw zevn myl (for the sake of the mitzva of saying Sh’ma on
time) before we begin, to focus our KAVANA.

Women are technically exempt from the requirement of reciting Sh'ma, but they may (should?)
voluntarily say this important 3-parsha recitation. Among other reasons, SH'MA fulfills
"remembering the Exodus", which women are (probably) obligated.

Dp̈ ©n §f ¦A r ©n §W z ©̀i ¦x §w z©e §v ¦n m ¥W §l Suggested to say:

 on̈¡̀ ¤p j¤l ¤n l' ¥̀r©n §W | ‡ ¬d l ®¥̀ẍ §U¦i | ‡ ¬d Epi¥dŸl‡ ¡̀ | :c«̈g ¤̀ .c¤rë ml̈Fr §l FzEk §l ©n cFa §M m ¥W KExÄ

‡d́ z ¥̀ ½̈Y§a©d ´̀̈ §e  |d ¤N À¥̀ d̈ mi ¦́xä §C©d Eºid̈§e :L «¤cŸ̀ §nÎlk̈§aE L §W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE ¬L§a«̈a §lÎlk̈§A Li®¤dŸl‡ ¡̀
x ¸¤W £̀  |Ĺ §Y§k ¤l§aE ÆL ¤̧zi¥a§A ³L §Y§a ¦W§A m®̈A ̈Y §x©A ¦c§e Li½¤pä §l m´̈Y§p©P ¦W§e :L«¤aä §lÎl©r mF I©d ²L§E©v §n i ¦̄kŸp «̀̈

zF ̀ §l m¬̈Y §x ©W§wE :L «¤nEw§aE L§A§kẄ§a «E K ¤x ½¤C©a  |oi¬¥A zŸ tḧŸ «h §l E¬id̈§e L®¤cïÎl©r  |m²̈Y§a©z§kE :Li«¤pi ¥r |
:Li «¤xr̈ §W¦aE L¤zi¥A zF¬fªf §nÎl©r

x ¤̄W £̀ i ½©zŸe§v ¦nÎl ¤̀ ÆEr §n §W¦Y ©rŸ ³nẄÎm ¦̀  dÀ̈id̈§e  |d¬¤E©v §n i²¦kŸp «̀̈  |‡ ³dÎz ¤̀ d º̈a£d «©̀ §l mF®I©d m¤k §z ¤̀ |
d ´¤xFi F Y¦r§A m²¤k§v §x ©̀ Îx«©h §n i ¦̄Y©z«̈p§e :m«¤k §W§t©pÎlk̈ §aE m¤k§a©a §lÎlk̈§A F ½c§ar̈ §lE Æm¤ki¥d «Ÿl‡ ¡̀

i²¦Y©z«̈p§e :L «¤xd̈§v¦i§e ¬L §W «xi¦z§e L½¤pb̈ §c ´̈Y§t©q «̀̈ §e WF ®w §l©nE  |a ¤U ¬¥r  |:Ÿ§r«̈aÜ§e ̈Y §l©k «̀̈ §e L®¤Y §n¤d§a ¦l L §c «̈U§A
Æm¤Y §c©a£r«©e m À¤Y §x©q§e m®¤k§a©a §l d¤Y§t¦iÎo¤R m ½¤kl̈ Ex́ §n «̈X¦d  |:m«¤dl̈ m¤zi¦e£g«©Y §W¦d§e mi ½¦x¥g £̀ mi ¦́dŸl ¡̀

d ¸̈xg̈§e  |x³©vr̈§e m À¤kÄ ‡ ¹dÎs ©̀  |D®̈lEa§iÎz ¤̀ o¥Y¦z ` ¬Ÿl d ½̈nc̈ £̀´̈d§e x ½̈hn̈ d́¤i§d«¦iÎ Ÿ̀l§e Æm¦i ©̧nẌ©dÎz ¤̀
m´¤Y §c©a £̀«©e  |d ½̈aŸH©d u ¤x ´̀̈ d̈ Æl©r ¥n d À̈x¥d §n  |x¬¤W £̀  |Æm¤Y §n ©U§e :m«¤kl̈ o¬¥zŸp ‡ d  |i ©́xä §CÎz ¤̀  |d ¤N ½¥̀

m ¤̧Y §x ©W§wE m®¤k §W§t©pÎl «©r§e m¤k§a©a §lÎl©r  |ÆzF` §l m³̈zŸ̀  |oi¬¥A zŸ tḧF «h §l E¬id̈§e m ½¤k §c¤iÎl©r  |:m«¤ki¥pi «¥r
m¬¤Y §c©O ¦l§e  |m²̈zŸ̀  |L§A§kẄ§a «E K ¤x ½¤C©a Ĺ §Y§k ¤l§aE ÆL ¤̧zi¥a§A ³L §Y§a ¦W§A m®̈A x¥́A ©c §l m¤ki¥p§AÎz ¤̀

m²̈Y§a©z§kE :L «¤nEw§aE  |o ©r ©̧n §l :Li «¤xr̈ §W¦aE L¤zi¥A zF¬fEf §nÎl©r  |E ³A §x¦i  |m ½¤ki¥p§a i ¥́ni¦e Æm¤ki ¥n§i  |l©µr
r©̄A §W¦p x ¸¤W £̀ d ½̈nc̈ £̀ «̈d  |m¦i©nẌ©d i¬¥ni¦M m®¤dl̈ z¥́zl̈ m¤ki¥zŸ «a £̀ «©l ‡ ²d  |:u ¤x «̀̈ d̈Îl©r

x¤n Ÿ̀¬I©e  |‡ d  |x º¥A ©C :xŸ «n` ¥N d¬¤WŸnÎl ¤̀  |i³¥p§AÎl ¤̀  |z²¦vi¦v m¬¤dl̈ EU̧r̈§e m ½¤d ¥l £̀ ´̈Y §x ©n «̀̈ §e Æl ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i
E²p §z«̈p§e m®̈zŸxŸ «c §l m¤di ¥c§b¦a i¬¥t§p©MÎl©r  |¼z¦vi¦v §l »m¤kl̈ d́ïd̈§e :z ¤l«¥k §Y li¬¦z§R s̈pM̈©d z¬¦vi¦vÎl©r

m´¤zi ¦̀ §xE  |Æm¤Y §x©k§fE F ÀzŸ̀  |zŸé §v ¦nÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  |m¤zi ¦U£r«©e ‡ ½d  |ExE ¹zz̈ ` ¸Ÿl§e m®̈zŸ̀  |i ³¥x£g «©̀  |Æm¤k§a©a §l
mi¦pŸf m¬¤Y ©̀ Îx ¤W £̀ m ½¤ki¥pi «¥r i ¥́x£g «©̀§e  |m¤zi ¦U£r«©e E ½x§M§f¦Y o©r ©́n §l :m«¤di ¥x£g «©̀  |m¬¤zi¦i§d«¦e i®̈zŸe§v ¦n ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀

‡d́ iº¦p £̀ :m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl‡` ¥l mi ¦WŸc§w  |i ¦z ³̀¥vFd x ¸¤W £̀ m À¤ki¥d «Ÿl' ¡̀  |m¤kl̈ zF¬i§d ¦l m¦i ½©x§v ¦n u ¤x ´¤̀¥n Æm¤k §z ¤̀
i¦p £̀ mi®¦dŸl‡`«¥l  |‡ ¬d  |:m«¤ki¥d «Ÿl‡ ¡̀
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REMEMBER

On Friday nights from Pesach to Shavuot,
remember to count the Omer after saying the 
Sh’ma. Sh’ma goes first because it is TADIR
(more frequent) and because it is a D’ORAITA
(fulfillment of a Torah mitzva), whereas 
Counting the Omer is less frequent and its
status as D’ORAITA or D’RABANAN in our time 
(without the Beit HaMikdash and the Omer & Two Loaves offerings) is disputed.
Count the Omer with KAVANA, standing...

l ¥̀ ẍ §U ¦i lM̈ m ¥W §A mi ¦l §W `c̈Eg ¦i §A d"ea d"i m ¥W c ¥g©i §l .Eni ¦g §xE Eli ¦g §c ¦A Di ¥Y §pi ¦k §WE `Ed Ki ¦x §A `Ẅ §cEw cEg ¦i m ¥W §l

:dẍFY©A aEzM̈ ¤W Fn §M .x ¤nFrd̈ z ©xi ¦t §q l ¤W d ¥U£r z ©e §v ¦n m¥I ©w §l on̈Ef §nE ok̈En i ¦p §p ¦d

r©a¬¤W d®̈tEp §Y©d x ¤nŸ rÎz ¤̀ m ½¤k £̀i ¦́a£d ÆmFI ¦n z ½̈A ©X©d z ©́x¢g «̈O ¦n Æm¤kl̈ m³¤Y §x©t §qE
mi ¦́X ¦n£g E x§R §q¦Y z ½¦ri¦a §X©d ÆzÄ ©X©d z ³©x¢g «̈O ¦n c ©́r :dp̈i«¤i§d «¦Y zŸ ¬ni ¦n§Y zF zÄ ©W

:‡d «©l d ̈Wc̈£g d¬̈g§p ¦n m²¤Y§a ©x§w¦d§e mF®i

:Ed¥p §pFM Epi ¥cï d ¥U£r ©nE .Epi¥lr̈ dp̈ §pFM Epi ¥cï d ¥U£r ©nE .Epi¥lr̈ Epi ¥dŸl'¡̀  ip̈Ÿc'£̀  m©rFp i ¦di ¦e
BEFORE the bracha, know the count (Count even if you are no longer saying a bracha)

,ml̈Frd̈ K¤l ¤n Epi ¥dŸl'¡̀  'd dŸ ©̀  KExÄ
:x ¤nFrd̈ z ©xi ¦t §q l ©r EpË ¦v §e eiz̈F §v ¦n §A EpẄ §C ¦w x ¤W£̀

FRI nite

April 7
dxeab

ceqiay .x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §W mFI ©d zay
n"deg

FRI nite

April 14
dxeab

dxeabay
mi ¦nï dr̈ §W ¦Y mFI ©d

.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE cg̈ ¤̀  ©rE «aẄ m ¥d ¤W ipiny

FRI nite

April 21
dxeab

zx`tzay
mFi xÜr̈ dẌ ¦W mFI ©d

.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE zFrEaẄ i¥p §W m ¥d ¤W
rixfz
rxvn g"x

FRI nite

April 28
dxeab
gvpay

mFi mi ¦x §U¤r §e dẄŸl §W mFI ©d
.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE zFrEaẄ dẄŸl §W m ¥d ¤W

ixg`
miycw

FRI nite

May 5
dxeab
ceday

mFi mi ¦WŸl §W mFI ©d
.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE zFrEaẄ dr̈Ä §x ©̀  m ¥d ¤W xŸn`

FRI nite

May 12
dxeab

ceqiay
mFi mi ¦WŸl §WE dr̈ §a ¦W mFI ©d

.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE zFrEaẄ dẌ ¦n£g m ¥d ¤W
xda

izwga
FRI nite

May 19
dxeab

zeklnay
mFi mi ¦rÄ §x ©̀ §e dr̈Ä §x ©̀  mFI ©d

.x ¤n «Ÿrl̈ mi ¦nï i¥p §WE zFrEaẄ dẌ ¦W m ¥d ¤W
xacna

.dl̈ ¤q o ¥n ῭  ,Epi ¥nï §a dẍ ¥d §n ¦A ,Dn̈Fw §n ¦l WC̈ §w ¦O ©d zi ¥A z ©cFa£r Epl̈ xi ¦f£g©i `Ed on̈£g ©xd̈
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